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INSIDE this edition:

NEW Exterior Enhancements!

• Air X™
• NEW JETS
• NEW LOOK & CHANGES
• Viking spaTouch™
• More Changes
• NEW BBA Stereo system

NEW Therapy System
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New Rub Rail & Badge
- Available in Black with a contemporary
design that blends well with the panel .

6

Stronger Frame
- Utilizing custom molded corner blocks
and wider uprights, each frame is considerably stronger.

7

Easy Access
- Drain access is readily accessible and
easy to use.

8

Corner Lights
- In all spas with LED, each corner will feature a sconce light.

1 New Colors & Design

- Available in Mahogany, Charcoal or
Black.

2 Mix and Match

- Order Black corners for your Mahogany
or Charcoal spa to provide a rich contrast

3 Unique panel attachment
- No trim strips needed. Side panel slides
underneath the corners for ease of detaching and reattaching.

4 New Name Plate

Note: Using a 7” board height for the Viking and an 8” board height for Destiny, both cabinets
will have a 4 board horizontal look. VIKING ROUNDS will have a Vertical 8” look with a board
that utilizes a more traditional, grained synthetic look.

AIR

X

To further emphasize that Viking Spas
offers the most therapeutic spas in the
industry, we bring
you the Air X® jetting
system!
Air X® infuses the
soft feel of air and
water with a kinetic
power derived from
jet engine technology.
Air X® is completely
different. Utilizing
Airnetics® engineering, Air X® multiplies
the air output resulting
in a jet stream that is
soft and powerful.
Depending on the
model, a mixture of
10-14 polynetic and
trinetic (RED) jets
replace standard jets
in lounger or captain
seats.
Along with a color
coordinated air control, these jets stand
out on a sales floor
and provide a therapy story that simply
makes sense!

NEW interior enhancements
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New jets & controls
- The new CMP jets replace Waterway and offer a simple look with two
stainless accents. Note: all “P” series spas will receive the same jets.

2

Rotating and pulsating
- Therapy is our game. Rotating and Pulsating jets are everywhere in
our 240v units.

3

Graphite
- Graphite will now be used to represent the interior colors, providing a
“softer” look than the previous black.

4

Air-X™
- Coupled with the Vibration therapy of the Vibrosonic jets, nobody can
match Viking therapy.

5

Softer
- New graphite colored pillows are softer to the touch and provide more
comfort.

6

MORE lights
- In addition to corner lighting, LED spas will now feature more lights.
Eight lights will now be installed just under the water line providing a
fantastic effect at night.

7

BIGGER light
- A new, larger 3.5” light lens replaces the two smaller lights previously
installed.

8

Add 1 to 2-pump systems
- All spas with 2-pumps will now have an additional suction installed
bringing the total to 4.

9

Filter grate or great!
- Viking’s filter face has been redesigned with an attractive look exclusive to our spas.

CHANGES
To simplify the
Vibrosonic program,
Viking Spas has chosen to offer the
Vibrosonic in one
available option.
The Vibrosonic will
be offered with a 4-jet
option at $395.
The 6-jet and 12-jet
options are no longer
available.
When ordered in
coordination with the
Air X® system, no
other spa will provide
the therapy that a
Viking can provide.
This exclusivity will
help dealers stand out
against their competition.

Cover Color
Change
In order to match
the new Mahogany
cabinet, Viking is now
offering a replacement color.
In the picture, the
new Mahogany is the
material on the lower
left. The new two-tone
look replaces the flat
brown cover previously used.

Water Features
The popular water
feature built into the
new Royale and Regal
molds is now available
in the Legacy and
Legend.
Preparation on the
Heritage and Tradition
is occurring in
December and Viking
will release information once the changes
are complete.

Aurora
changes
Because of reconfigurations in our jetting,
the decision to cancel
the Aurora 2 has been
made.
One more change
in the Aurora program
is that in the Aurora
3 there were two
opposing jets in the
footwell. Viking has
now placed both jets
in the same location to
feature tandem foot
jets to the main captain’s chair.

Stereo Head
Unit
Discontinued
In lieu of the new
Balboa BBA stero
option, the Jensen
Head Unit will no
longer be offered for
sale.

NEW TOUCHSCREENS
Viking is pleased to
announce the arrival of the
new spaTouch™ panel.
For a $249 upgrade on
any 240v spas, receive a BP
power system along with the
latest, greatest spa panel by
Balboa.
This fully featured, full-color
panel allows fingertip control
with multiple feature upgrades

grates with the wifi module that Viking

including locking screens, time

already offers as an option for $199.

display, individual heat controls,

When paired with the wifi module

and diagnostics all at the touch

your customer can control their spa

of a finger.

from anywhere in the world with a

This technological upgrade

Balboa app.
However, without the wifi, the “cool

will provide tremendous value to
your customers who normally

factor” of the BP power system and the

have to pay over $10,000 for a

new spaTouch™ should win over any-

spa with similar upgrades.

one to the Viking brand!

The new spaTouch™ also inte-

NEW BBA Audio System
Anyone ordering the optional
spaTouch™ BP system, in conjunction
with an optional stereo, will receive the
new Balboa Bluetooth Audio (BBA) system for no additional charge to the
stereo price.
The BBA system perfectly integrates
with the spaTouch to allow users to see

the elements. This is a great selling

the artist and song titles on the screen.

feature versus having to control a

Users then have the ability to skip to the

stereo with your phone in hand or

songs that they wish to hear on their

on a playlist you can not change or

play list. Once linked, a user’s phone

explore without manually seeking out

can be left in their home protected from

the source phone.

